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executive summary
Addressing the learning needs of English Learner (EL) students is critical to the success of California’s public
schools and ultimately to the productivity and long term economic health of our state.
Students designated as English Learners make up a quarter of all students in the public school system in
California, and more than one out of every four EL students in the nation are enrolled in California schools.1
Additionally, 85% of EL students in California were born in the United States,2 and many of these students have
been in United States public schools for their entire lives.3 Repeated studies by the California Department of
Education, the State Board of Education, and the California Legislature have documented that this student
population has gotten short shrift from our schools, and that the consequences have been dire.4
The California Constitution and countless federal and state laws mandate the delivery of effective English
language instruction to EL students, and such services are the obvious first and essential step in providing
access to core curricular requirements and delivering equal educational opportunity. And while there need
be no single approach to accomplishing this, there is unanimous agreement that all EL students must receive
some form of specialized instruction or intervention to have the opportunity to succeed academically.
Nonetheless, too many California EL students — more than 20,000 children — are receiving no EL services
whatsoever. None. And children are denied services in one out of four districts throughout the state.
In short, our current system suffers from a major breakdown in the most basic aspect of delivering services
and assuring educational opportunity to EL students. For the 2010-2011 school year, districts reported the
following data to the California Department of Education:
• 20,318 EL students in California did not receive any language instructional services.
• 251 of the 960 school districts in California that serve EL students reported that they denied EL
		 services to at least one EL student. Thus, one out of every four school districts in California
		 that serves EL students reported to the State that they did not provide language support to EL students
		 mandated by law.
• The districts implicated are spread across the entire state.  They are small and large, rural and
		 urban, those that have a small EL student population and those that have a large EL student 		
		 population. The problem occurs in elementary schools, middle schools, and high schools.
• 5 districts in California report providing no language support services to more than 1,000 of
		 their EL students.
• 7 districts in California report providing no language support services to more than 500 of
		 their EL students.
• 35 districts in California report providing no language support services to more than 100 of
		 their EL students.
• 26 districts in California report providing no language support services to a majority of
		 their EL students.
		
o Some districts with a smaller EL student population report that 100% of their EL students
		
do not receive services, indicating that the district lacks any EL program.
		
o Some districts with a large EL student population deny services to a substantial percentage
		
of their EL students, reflecting major problems in a program that is critical to meeting the
		
education needs of a large percentage of their students.
• 79 districts in California report providing no language support services to more than 10% of
		 their EL students.5
Documentation of these facts is not the result of laborious investigations. Rather, these data—including the
names of the districts and schools that deny EL students legally mandated services—are reported annually to
the California Department of Education and posted prominently by the Department on a state-maintained
website.6
The widespread phenomenon of denying services to EL students contributes to poor academic outcomes for
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EL students in California and the growing group of EL students known as Long-Term English Learners (LTELs),
students who have been designated as English Learners for at least six years but are still eligible for specialized
services because they have not yet achieved high enough proficiency in English.7
The State of California’s education agencies and officials have issued reports and published data demonstrating
their awareness that numerous districts are denying EL students the services necessary for academic success
(and to which they are entitled by law). Nevertheless, the State and its educational agencies—which have the
ultimate responsibility under California law and under federal laws governing services to EL students—have
taken no steps to enforce the law and to ensure that school districts correct the problem.
This report’s principal conclusions are (1) that each year, tens of thousands of EL students
have been denied EL services, to which they are entitled by law and without which they cannot
reasonably be expected to master the academic skills necessary to succeed in school, and (2)
this educational crisis will continue, unless the State of California and its educational agencies
take a meaningful role in responding to the public acknowledgement by school districts that
they are failing EL students at the most basic level.
This report begins with an overview of demographics of the EL population in California, followed by a description
of the pervasive denial of services to EL students within California. Next, the report proceeds to the legal and
social science framework for the provision of services for EL students, explaining how this widespread neglect
is not only illegal but also extraordinarily harmful to the long-term educational prospects for these students.
The report then describes the State’s role in the creation and perpetuation of this problem. Finally, it offers a
research-based approach to ensure that all districts have in place programs that meet the academic needs of
all EL students that is sound and feasible.
Although improving EL services and outcomes is no simple task, closing the gap between EL students’ academic
needs and the instruction currently offered in public schools is the essential first step to improving academic
outcomes overall for EL students. The benefits of addressing this issue immediately go well beyond these
children, their families, and our communities. The ultimate beneficiary, as when any child is educated to his
or her potential, is all of us.

Core Recommendations. The State, through the California Department of Education,

the State Board of Education, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, must fulfill its legal
responsibilities by:
1. Investigating any report that EL students are not receiving services.
2. Directing districts with unserved students to develop and submit written plans that involve the
provision of required services to all students and, where appropriate, compensatory services.
3. Verifying that districts are adhering to approved remedial plans and confirming the services
provided for at least two years through site visits or another independent monitoring process.
4. Tracking the number of long term English learners (LTELS) and English Learners at risk of
becoming LTELS (as defined in AB 2193) who are not receiving any specialized instructional
services required by law.
5. Developing guidelines for a variety of programs and policies that school districts can adopt
to ensure that all EL students receive appropriate services, taking into account the range of
unique challenges, needs, and instructional settings in districts across California.
2

California’s English Learner Population

Under California law, an “English learner” is a child who does not speak English or whose native language is
not English and who is not currently able to perform “ordinary classroom work” in English.8 English Learner
(EL) students are the fastest growing student population in schools in the United States and among the lowest
achieving subpopulations of students.9 For the 2010-2011 school year, the State of California reported over
1.4 million ELs enrolled in public schools.10 Given the high number of EL students attending California public
schools, addressing their learning needs must become a priority for the State.
For ELs to participate meaningfully in their own education and benefit from academic instruction in English,
they must acquire certain skills.11 These skills include the ability to speak, read, and write English proficiently.12
By definition, then, these students require specialized instructional services—focused on developing proficiency
in academic and conversational English—to access basic equality in their education.13
ELs within California are more likely to be students of color and economically disenfranchised compared to
their English-proficient counterparts.14 Eighty-five percent of EL students in California were born in the United
States,15 and many of these students have been in United States public schools for their entire lives. “Over half
of the EL students in grade 6 have been in the same district since kindergarten.”16
Far too many of these students never exit the EL program. In California, a majority of EL students starting
the program in first grade are not redesignated as fluent in English by twelfth grade.17 Improving academic
outcomes for ELs is thus critical to the success of school reforms aimed at improving academic achievement of
all students and, more broadly, to reforming California’s public education system.
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Framework for Providing Services to California’s EL Students
California law specifies three categories of programs for ELs:
Structured English Immersion, which is generally limited to the first
year after a non-English speaker enrolls in school; English Language
Mainstream for students with “reasonable fluency” in English; and
alternative programs involving bilingual education or support in the
student’s primary language.18
Additionally, California regulations require school districts to
provide services to students identified as ELs until they are
no longer formally designated as such,19 specifically
until they (1) demonstrate English-language proficiency
comparable to that of the school district’s average native
English-language speakers; and (2) recoup any academic
deficits incurred in other areas of the core curriculum as a
result of language barriers.20
The California Department of Education requires districts
to report data annually specifying the services they provide
to EL students within their district.21 The reporting system
allows districts to select one of six categories for each EL
student in their district:
1. ELs Receiving English Language Development
		

(ELD) Services

2. ELs Receiving ELD and Specially Designed
		

Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE)

3. ELs Receiving ELD and SDAIE with Primary
		

Language (L1) Support

4. ELs Receiving ELD and Academic Subjects
		

through the Primary Language (L1)

5. ELs Receiving Other EL Instructional Services
6. ELs Not Receiving Any EL Instructional Services22
As explained in greater detail below in the section entitled
“Denying Services to EL Students Violates Federal and State Law,”
whenever a district reports students in category number 6—i.e.,
students who do not receive any EL instructional services—it
thereby acknowledges that it is violating those students’ civil rights,
including their rights under the Equal Education Opportunity
Act (EEOA),23 the California Constitution,24 and the California
Education Code.25
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No Services for EL Students: The Scope of the Problem

Notwithstanding the critical importance to the state public education system of ensuring appropriate services
and success for EL students, our system is currently failing at the most basic level: Tens of thousands of EL
students across the state are not being provided any specialized language instruction; school districts report
this fact to the State, which has a duty to ensure that at-risk student populations like EL students receive basic
equality of educational opportunity; and no meaningful steps are being taken to address the problem on a
systematic basis.
Denial of EL Services Is a Pervasive, Statewide Problem. As demonstrated below, of the 960 school districts with
at least one EL student, 251 districts failed to provide EL services to at least one student.

The school districts reporting that they denied legally mandated services to at least some of their EL students
are located all over the State, as reflected in the graphic on the following page.
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Thus, school districts denying EL services to students are large and small; are located in urban, rural,
and suburban communities; and are located in every geographic region of the state.
Recent academic studies of California’s EL population fully corroborate that the denial of EL services
is a major statewide problem. One study of California students who had been designated as ELs
for six years or more showed that “three out of four had spent at least two years in ‘no services’ or
in mainstream placements, and that 12% . . . may have spent their entire schooling in mainstream
classes with no services.”26 Another study confirmed that “many, perhaps most [EL] students at the
higher levels of English proficiency are not in classes that provide sheltered or ELD instruction.”27
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Although Widespread, the Nature of the Denial of EL Services Varies Across Districts. Unsurprisingly, the
demographics of the 251 school districts that report denying services to EL students vary considerably.28
Although the numbers can be parsed a number of different ways, analyzing the data in two different
ways—the total number of EL students affected by a district’s denial of EL services and the percentage of
a district’s EL students affected—provides important insight into the problem. The following two tables
reflect the 15 districts with the highest percentage of EL students receiving no services and highest total
number of EL students receiving no services, respectively.

The Fifteen Districts with the Highest Percentages of EL Students Reported as Receiving No
Services
(Minimum EL Population of 25 Students)
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District

County

EL Students
Receiving No
Services

Total EL
Students in
District

Percentage of EL
Students Receiving
No Services

Wheatland Union High

Yuba

23

27

85%

Mt. Shasta Union Elementary
Hermosa Beach City
Elementary
Gateway Unified

Siskiyou

27

37

73%

Los Angeles

34

59

58%

Shasta

89

163

55%

William S. Hart Union High

Los Angeles

1,142

2,118

54%

Fremont Union High

Santa Clara

474

1,015

47%

Salinas Union High

Monterey

1,618

3,784

43%

Grossmont Union High

San Diego

1,389

3,368

41%

Ballico-Cressey Elementary

Merced

61

168

36%

Keyes Union

Stanislaus

144

418

34%

Gridley Unified

Butte

123

397

31%

Dehesa Elementary

San Diego

30

97

31%

Julian Union Elementary
Marcum-Illinois Union
Elementary
Lowell Joint

San Diego

14

46

30%

Sutter

20

66

30%

Los Angeles

116

385

30%

• Percentage of EL students affected. For nearly one-third of school districts that report

denying services to EL students (79 out of 251), the denial of EL services affects at least 10% of the district’s
EL population. Additionally, for 10% of the districts (26 out of 251), a majority of the EL students are denied
EL services. The graphic below summarizes the percentage of the EL population denied services among the
251 school districts that report denying EL services to eligible students.
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• Total Number of EL Students Affected. As the graphic below reflects, out of the 251school

districts that acknowledge that they deny EL services to eligible students, 35 deny services to more than 100
EL students. Additionally, seven of these school districts deny EL services to 500 or more EL students. A
substantial majority of districts (80%) deny services to fewer than 100 students, suggesting that many of the
districts implicated have few EL students and are denying services to almost all of them, or that they are
denying services to a small percentage of a large EL population.

In short, although the failure to provide language services to EL students is a pervasive statewide problem,
the nature of the EL population and the reasons for failing to provide them services varies among districts.29
Accordingly, any solution to the problem will need to be flexible enough to address its diverse causes, and
leave room for inevitable variances in local programs.
As documented in the following sections, the widespread failure of school districts to provide EL services to
EL students is illegal and contributes in the first instance to the persistently low academic achievement of EL
students.
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Importance of Providing English Learner Instructional Services
Although there is debate over the most effective way to address the needs of EL students, there is broad consensus
that completely denying EL students instruction or services to address their English language knowledge and
skills is predictive of long-term academic failure.

Source: California Department of Education, Dataquest, 2010-11 English Learners, Instructional Settings and Services,
available at: http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/ElP2_State.asp?RptYear=2010-11&RptType=ELPart2_1a

As the chart above reflects, school districts report to the California Department of Education
how many students receive EL services annually. Districts must indicate for each student
whether he or she is being served in one of five instructional settings (each of which
involves some form of specialized language instruction) or is receiving no services.

Research shows that placing EL students into a mainstream English setting with no specialized instruction
from teachers trained on language acquisition techniques results in the lowest academic outcomes of any
“approach” to instructing EL students.30 In fact, “[s]tudents who have been in these settings in elementary
school are the lowest achievers in comparison to students in any specially designed EL program. By middle
school and high school, EL students who have been in any form of specialized instruction are more likely to
score at grade level and less likely to drop out of high school than those who were in mainstream settings,”
i.e., those who have not received any specialized services.31 Research also demonstrates (unsurprisingly) that
“students who receive[d] no [EL] intervention performed at the lowest levels and had the highest drop-out
rates.”32
Students who have been in EL programs for several years but have not yet been reclassified are at particular
risk of being denied EL services because when those students transition from a structured English immersion
classroom setting into mainstream classes, “the continuing language development instruction to which
they are legally entitled does not always occur.”33 Even the most effective EL programs, with specialized
interventions to address the language development needs of the students, generally require 4 to 7 years to
develop academic language proficiency,34 underscoring the importance of providing instruction tailored to
the language acquisition needs of EL students until they have reclassified.
Among our state’s EL population, EL students who do not receive specialized instruction are likely to be the
lowest performing and the most at risk of dropping out or experiencing persistent academic failure.
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Denying Services to EL Students Violates Federal and State Law
In addition to ignoring a compelling body of research, failing to provide EL students with services to address
their language acquisition needs violates clear mandates of both California and federal law.
State Constitutional Right to Equal Educational Opportunity. Under the California Constitution, students have
a fundamental right to basic equality in their education in public schools. An educational agency violates
students’ constitutional rights where it (1) creates a real and appreciable impairment on the right to education
that falls substantially below statewide standards, and (2) does not have a compelling reason for doing so.
School districts serve as agents for the State, and the State itself “bears the ultimate authority and responsibility
to ensure that its district-based system of common schools provides basic equality of educational opportunity.”35
Equal Educational Opportunities Act. Under the federal Equal Educational Opportunities Act (EEOA), (1)
districts must pursue a program informed by an educational theory recognized as sound by experts in the
field, or, at least, deemed a legitimate experimental strategy, (2) the programs and practices actually used
by the districts must be reasonably calculated to implement effectively the educational theory adopted, and
(3) the district’s program must not continue to fail, after being used for enough time to give the program a
legitimate trial, in producing results indicating that the language barriers confronting EL students are actually
being overcome.36 The United States Supreme Court has recognized “there is no equality of treatment merely
by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not
understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.”37 In other words, “schools are
not free to ignore the need of limited English speaking children for language assistance to enable them to
participate in the instructional program of the district.”38
When a school district declines to provide any instructional services for its EL students, this treatment violates
both the California Constitution and the EEOA. Under the EEOA, districts must pursue a program for addressing
the language development needs of EL students that is recognized as pedagogically sound, and providing no
services to EL students is no program at all. Thus, EL students who do not receive the language development
services that would allow them to access the academic curriculum are denied equal educational opportunity.

The State’s Contributing Role in Creating and Perpetuating
the Failure of Districts to Deliver EL Services
The California Constitution “makes public education uniquely a fundamental concern of the State and prohibits
maintenance and operation of the common public school system in a way which denies basic educational
equality to the students. The State itself bears the ultimate authority and responsibility to ensure that its districtbased system of common schools provides basic equality of educational opportunity.” Butt v. California, 4 Cal.
4th 668, 685 (1992).  Because education is a fundamental right, any action that has a real and appreciable
impact upon such right is subject to strict scrutiny. Serrano v. Priest (Serrano II), 18 Cal. 3d 728, 761, 767-768
(1976).  The State therefore “is obliged to intervene when a local district’s fiscal problems would otherwise
deny its students basic educational equality, unless the State can demonstrate a compelling reason for failing
to do so.” Butt, 4 Cal. 4th at 692. This duty is non-delegable.
In Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974), the United States Supreme Court held that the failure of the San
Francisco school system to provide English language instruction to approximately 1,800 non-English speaking
Chinese students denied them a meaningful opportunity to participate in the public education program in
violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Lau thus holds that school districts must provide non-English
speaking students meaningful access to the curriculum and remains the law under the EEOA.39
This core holding of Lau has been affirmed in Castaneda v. Pickard, 648 F.2d 989 (5th Cir. 1981), a federal
court decision that sets forth a three-part test to evaluate whether a State or district is complying with the
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EEOA. Under the EEOA,“No State shall deny equal educational
opportunity to an individual on account of his or her race,
color, sex, or national origin” by “the failure by an educational
agency to take appropriate action to overcome language
barriers that impede equal participation by its students in
its instructional programs.”.40 Castaneda makes clear that
the EEOA preserves the principles set forth in Lau. Under
the first prong of the Castaneda test, the court evaluates the
“soundness of the educational theory or principles upon which
the challenged program is based.”41 Numerous courts across
the nation have adopted this test.42 The EEOA leaves no room
for the absence of any EL instructional program or denial of EL
services to EL students.43
In 2012, the California Department of Education represented
that “all English Learners are provided with English language
development (ELD) instruction targeted to their English
proficiency level and appropriate academic instruction in one
of three settings” to ensure that they acquire full proficiency in
English and meet the same grade-level academic standards
expected of all students.44
This assertion, however, is
contradicted by the Department’s recognition in the very
same fact sheet that “[a] total of 20,318 English Learners
do not receive any instructional services required for English
Learners.”45
Despite this acknowledgement that more than 20,000 students are not receiving the legally mandated
services needed to provide access to a basic education to EL students, the State agencies responsible for the
constitutional and statutory rights of students have taken no action to enforce any of the applicable laws.
Nor has any State agency publicly acted to correct this unlawful practice, investigate the total failure to offer
EL services, or provide meaningful guidance to districts on providing required EL instruction to all of their EL
students, as required by law.

WHAT CAN WE DO TO ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM?
1. The State, through the California Department of Education, the State Board of Education and the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction must carry out their legal responsibilities to enforce the law.
• Districts must provide services or immediately develop a plan for doing so, and the State must
			 hold these districts accountable.
2. The State should create a system to investigate reports that ELs are not receiving services.
• The State currently generates a report using district data indicating the instructional services provided
			 to EL students.
• Whenever a district reports that one or more EL students are receiving no EL services, CDE must
			 investigate the basis for the report and determine whether the district is failing to provide EL services
			 as required by law.
3. If CDE determines the district is failing to provide EL services as required by law, it should direct the
district to develop and submit a written plan to ensure that all EL students are provided EL services and
begin providing the necessary services.
• The plan should be for a period of no less than two years.
• Districts should be required to provide compensatory services for students unlawfully denied EL
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services, unless CDE approves a plan that includes an instructional strategy that is reasonably likely
to remediate students who had been denied EL services.
CDE should ensure that district plans adequately address the following issues:
o EL students are entitled to specialized instructional services that will ensure that they are able to
access the core academic curriculum.
o Providing a qualified teacher who does not provide specialized instructional services for EL students
does not fulfill districts’ obligation to provide EL students with EL services.
If the district does not develop a plan or provide services to all ELs, the district should be subject to
appropriate oversight and sanctions to enforce the law.

4. CDE should verify that the district is complying with the plan and that all students are receiving EL 		
services after its adoption and at the start of the next school year. In addition, the State should track 		
whether services are actually being provided, by conducting site visits or through some other independent
monitoring process, to ensure that districts are actually providing EL services (rather than simply putting
credentialed teachers in the classroom but providing no specialized instruction).
5. CDE should develop a system to track data about the long term English Learners (LTELS), English learners
at risk of becoming LTELS, and English learners who are not receiving any specialized instructional 		
services. LTELS are English learners who:
• Are enrolled in any of grades 6 to 12;
• Have been enrolled in schools in the United States for more than six years;
• Have remained at the same English language proficiency level on the CELDT for two or more
			 consecutive years; and
• Score far below basic or below basic on the CST for English Language Arts.
6. CDE should develop guidelines for programs and policies that districts can adopt to ensure that all EL
students receive appropriate services.
• The guidance should include a non-exhaustive list of approved programs that districts can implement,
			 including English Language Development, Structured English Immersion, and targeted intervention
			 or tutoring services.
• In developing guidelines, CDE should take into account the need for a wide variety of programs that
			 address each district’s unique needs, including the number of EL students, proportion of EL students
			 to total enrollment, and larger districts without sufficient qualified staff to provide required instruction.

conclusion
There are a number of appropriate common-sense, research-based methods for ensuring the delivery of
basic English acquisition services to EL students. Although schools have the opportunity to develop and design
their programs to meet the needs and priorities of the local community, the State must develop and maintain
some minimum expectation of access to educational opportunity for all students and have some meaningful
mechanism to ensure that districts correct significant breakdowns that cut to the heart of programs designed to
meet the needs of such an important population within California’s public education system.
The failure to provide EL students with language services is a long-standing problem that has been publicly
acknowledged by hundreds of school districts and state officials charged with ensuring that our public schools
comply with basic education and civil rights laws. The time for action is now: the longer that we tolerate such
a fundamental breakdown in the statewide process for serving EL students, the longer our education system
will fail to meet the needs of a substantial portion of our state’s children.
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Additional information on the denial of services to English Learner students
in California, including an electronic copy of this report, can be found at
www.aclu-sc.org/cases/english-learners/.
Parents and students interested in learning how students are designated
as English Learners, the implications of that designation, and how to receive
information from their local school district, including translated materials,
may call the ACLU/APALC English Learner hotline at 213-977-5225.
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